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THE SISTERHOOD. Michael Palmer 1995
Extreme Measures Michael Palmer 2011-01-26 Dr. Eric
Najarian. He's young, talented, and ambitious. He has
all the qualities they're looking for at White Memorial
Hospital. He doesn't know he's being watched. Judged. An
elite clique of medical professionals thinks he has what
it takes to join their secret club. All the young doctor
has to do is agree to play by their rules. But Eric has
already seen too much. A missing corpse. An unspeakable
mutilation. A brutal abduction. It's only the beginning
of a plot of terrifying evil. A sinister plan the group
will stop at nothing to hide. And if Eric refuses to
become their colleague--he will be their next victim.
Natural Causes Michael Palmer 2011-01-05 “Reinvents the
medical thriller.”—Library Journal Dr. Sarah Baldwin
races to a Boston hospital with a young woman whose
normal labor has suddenly become a matter of life and
death. As she struggles to save both mother and baby,
she doesn't know that two other women have already died
under horrifying identical circumstances. And so begins
Sarah's own nightmare, as she learns that the prenatal
herbal vitamins she prescribed are the only thing these
women have in common. Soon Sarah is fighting to save her
career, her reputation—her life. For she's certain there
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must be some unknown factor linking these women, and as
she gets closer to the truth, it becomes clear that
someone will do anything—even murder—to keep a
devastating secret.
Three Complete Novels Michael Palmer 1996 Michael
Palmer, a skilled physician and veteran of big city
emergency rooms, burst on the literary scene with The
Sisterhood, a riveting medical thriller that instantly
climbed the New York Times bestseller list. Palmer
followed up that smashing debut with a string of major
bestsellers, each one revealing a new aspect of his
talent for medical terror. Now, for the first time,
three of Michael Palmer's most gripping medical
thrillers appear together in a single volume. Fast-paced
suspense, crisply drawn characters, and an insider's
knowledge of what really goes on inside hospitals are
the hallmarks of Palmer's unique style. The Sisterhood,
Side Effects, and Flashback are among his best
thrillers.
Side Effects Michael Palmer 1995 Dr. Kate Bennett, a
pathologist at Boston Memorial Hospital, faces problems
in her personal life and professional career as she
searches for the cause of a bizarre illness responsible
for a series of deaths. Reissue.
The Medical Record as Evidence Elliott Oppenheim
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2012-08-01 Elliott B. Oppenheim practiced family
medicine and emergency medicine for nearly eighteen
years before attending law school and obtaining a
master's degree in health law. He attended Occidental
College (BA 1969), The University of California at
Irvine (MD 1973), Detroit College of Law at Michigan
State University (JD 1995), and Loyola University School
of Law, Chicago (LL.M. Health Law 1996). He has written
extensively about medical malpractice litigation, the
Emergency Medical Treatment and Active Labor Act, and
spoliation of evidence in medical negligence litigation
and continues to write on medical-legal subjects. Dr.
Oppenheim has been active in the field of medical
negligence litigation for almost twenty-five years. He
heads coMEDco, Inc., a national medical-legal consulting
firm as President and CEO. Dr. Oppenheim also teaches
health law. SUMMARY TABLE OF CONTENTS Chapter 1.
Admissibility of Medical Records Chapter 2. The
Recording Sequence Chapter 3. Why There Must Be a Record
Chapter 4. Spoliation Chapter 5. Confidentiality and
Privilege Chapter 6. Discovery and Trial Techniques This
book is a pdf made from a high quality scan of the
original.
Literatur und Medizin Bettina von Jagow 2005 Das
Interesse an 'Schnittstellen' von Literatur und Medizin
ist groß und nimmt stetig zu, die Thematik ist
vielfältig und nicht leicht überschaubar. Hier bietet
das im Entstehen begriffene Lexikon Orientierung und
Überblick. Es schafft Grundlagen und fördert darüber
hinaus den Dialog zwischen Geistes- und
Naturwissenschaften. Sachlich-systematisch orientiert
und alphabetisch angeordnet sind einschlägige
medizinische Sujets verzeichnet, die in der Literatur
von der Antike bis in die Gegenwart eine Rolle spielen.
In über 250 Artikeln von Abtreibung bis Zwang wird die
medizinische und historische Begriffsgeschichte sowie
die geistes-, ideen- und kulturhistorische Bedeutung im
Wandel der Zeiten dargestellt. Zu jedem Artikel gibt es
weiterführende Literaturhinweise; Personen-, Werk- und
Sachregister erleichtern das Suchen und Nachschlagen.
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Moral Problems in Medicine Michael Palmer 2005-09 In His
Important New Book, Michael Palmer, Assuming No Prior
Philosophical knowledge on the part of the reader,
examines the controversial issues of euthanasia,
abortion and experimentation on humans and animals, as
well as the right to self-determination and the limits
of confidentiality.
Disfigured Michael Palmer 2017-12-04 Experience a heartpumping and thrilling tale of suspense! Originally
published in THRILLER (2006), edited by #1 New York
Times bestselling author James Patterson. In this
Thriller Short, a collaborative medical thriller, New
York Times bestselling writer Michael Palmer teams with
his son Daniel Palmer, a bestselling author in his own
right. “We have your son. The picture enclosed is not a
fake, this is not a hoax, and we cannot be bought.” What
comes next is a tight, twisty tale rooted in conflict
that runs the gamut of emotions. In Maura Hill, the
Palmers create a strong-willed hero who bounces right
back up, no matter how many times she’s knocked down.
Don’t miss any of these exciting Thriller Shorts: James
Penney’s New Identity by Lee Child Operation Northwoods
by James Grippando Epitaph by J. A. Konrath The Face in
the Window by Heather Graham Kowalski’s in Love by James
Rollins The Hunt for Dmitri by Gayle Lynds Disfigured by
Michael Palmer and Daniel Palmer The Abelard Sanction by
David Morrell Falling by Chris Mooney Success of a
Mission by Dennis Lynds The Portal by John Lescroart and
M. J. Rose The Double Dealer by David Liss Dirty Weather
by Gregg Hurwitz Spirit Walker by David Dun At the Drop
of a Hat by Denise Hamilton The Other Side of the Mirror
by Eric Van Lustbader Man Catch by Christopher Rice
Goodnight, Sweet Mother by Alex Kava Sacrificial Lion by
Grant Blackwood Interlude at Duane’s by F. Paul Wilson
The Powder Monkey by Ted Bell Surviving Toronto by M.
Diane Vogt Assassins by Christopher Reich The Athens
Solution by Brad Thor Diplomatic Constraints by Raelynn
Hillhouse Kill Zone by Robert Liparulo The Devils’ Due
by Steve Berry The Tuesday Club by Katherine Neville
Gone Fishing by Douglas Preston and Lincoln Child
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Critical Judgement Michael Palmer 2012-11-30 Fans of
Michael Connelly, Peter James and Robin Cook will love
this tense and unputdownable medical page-turner from
the pen of Sunday Times bestselling author Michael
Palmer. Incredible medical knowledge coupled with a
mesmerising turn of page - this is a phenomenal ride!
'Gripping and fresh... wrenchingly scary' -- Publishers
Weekly 'Palmer brings his fascinating ER procedural
knowledge to a fast-paced narrative.' -- San Francisco
Chronicle 'Manages to scare the socks off the reader' -Toronto Globe and Mail 'I seriously couldn't put it
down. I highly recommend it' -- ***** Reader review
'Absolutely stupendous' -- ***** Reader review 'Totally
complex novel that keeps your interest from beginning to
end and then wishing it would not end' -- ***** Reader
review 'Another Palmer book finished in less than 36
hours because I couldn't put it down' -- ***** Reader
review 'This book hooks you in at the start and thrills
right to the end' -- ***** Reader review
********************************************************
********************* ASKING QUESTIONS COULD END HER
CAREER AND HER LIFE... Dr Abby Dolan was on the fast
track at a major San Francisco hospital when she made a
critical choice: to follow her fiance, Josh Wyler, to
the picturesque California town of Patience, where he
has a new job with the manufacturing giant Colstar.
Working in a small-town emergency room, knowing her
every move sparks gossip, Abby nonetheless begins to
feel at home - until undiagnosable patients start to
show up. Despite her considerable skills, she can't
crack these baffling, seemingly random cases. When Josh
too begins to suffer disturbing symptoms, followed by
manic, even violent behaviour, she wonders: could
Colstar somehow be poisoning the town? Warned by a
colleague that her predecessor in the ER died in a
dubious accident after making similar allegations, Abby
refuses to back off. She begins to question everyone and
everything around her in the now hostile town of
patience. And her most dangerous enemy is far closer
than she thinks.
the-sisterhood-michael-palmer

The Sisterhood Michael Palmer 1995-10-01
The Sisterhood Michael Palmer 2011-01-12 “A suspenseful
page-turner . . . jolts and entertains the reader.”—Mary
Higgins Clark Inside Boston Doctors Hospital, patients
are dying. In the glare of the operating room, they
survive the surgeon's knife. But in the dark, hollow
silence of the night, they die. Suddenly, inexplicable,
horribly. A tough, bright doctor will risk his
career—his very life—to unmask the terrifying mystery. A
beautiful and dedicated young nurse unknowingly holds
the answer. Together they will discover that no one is
safe from . . . the sisterhood “Teriffic . . . a
compelling suspense tale.”—Clive Cussler
The First Patient Michael Palmer 2008-02-19 Reunited
with his former Annapolis roommate, Andrew Stoddard--now
president of the United States--when he is asked to
become his personal physician, Gabe Singleton discovers
that Andrew is going insane and that the condition may
not be the result of natur
Critical Judgment Michael Palmer 1998 As Dr. Abby Dolan
searches for the cause of a mysterious malady driving
her emergency room patients into a murderous rage, her
superiors put her own life in peril. By the author of
The Silent Treatment. Reprint. PW.
Flashback Michael Palmer 2001 A chilling tale of medical
suspense from the bestselling author of Side Effects.
Neurosurgeon Zack Iverson must discover why a young boy
is reliving every painful moment of his recent
operation--and what terrible secret the hospital where
the operation took place is hiding.
The Second Opinion Michael Palmer 2009-02-17 Dr. Thea
Sperelakis, diagnosed as a teen with Asperger's
syndrome, has always been an outsider. She has a
brilliant medical mind, and a remarkable recall of
details, but her difficulty in dealing with hidden
agendas and interpersonal conflicts have led her to
leave the complex, money-driven dynamics of the
hospital, and to embrace working with the poor,
embattled patients of Doctors Without Borders. Her
father, Petros, is one of the most celebrated internal
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medicine specialists in the world, and the founder of
the cutting-edge Sperelakis Center for Diagnostic
Medicine at Boston's sprawling, powerful Beaumont
Clinic. Thea's rewarding life in Africa is turned
upside-down when Petros is severely injured by a hitand-run driver. He is in the Beaumont ICU, in a deep
coma. No one thinks he will survive. Thea must return
home. Two of Petros' other children, both physicians,
battle Thea and her eccentric brother, Dimitri, by
demanding that treatment for their father be withheld.
As Thea uncovers the facts surrounding the disaster, it
seems more and more to be no accident. Petros, himself,
is the only witness. Who would want him dead? The
answers are trapped in his brain . . . until he looks at
Thea and begins slowly to blink a terrifying message. In
The Second Opinion, Michael Palmer has created a catand-mouse game where one woman must confront a
conspiracy of doctors to uncover an evil practice that
touches every single person who ever has a medical test.
With sympathetic characters and twists and betrayals
that come from the most unlikely places, The Second
Opinion will make you question...everything.
Flashback Michael Palmer 2010-03-30 From the pen of
Sunday Times bestselling author Michael Palmer comes
this unsettling, frightening and mesmerising medical
thriller that ingeniously combines an accomplished plot
with authentic scientific detail. A page turner from
beginning to end that fans of Michael Connelly, Peter
James and Robin Cook will love. READERS ARE LOVING
FLASHBACK! 'A keep you up all night type of book' -***** Reader review 'A good read from beginning to end'
-- ***** Reader review 'Nail-biting, even scary at
times... carefully researched and utterly credible. A
very good read.' -- ***** Reader review 'I lost a lot of
sleep reading this one - because I couldn't put it
down!' -- ***** Reader review 'Wonderfully entertaining'
-- ***** Reader review 'Enjoyed from cover to cover'-***** Reader review
********************************************* ONE
ROUTINE OPERATION. ONE HORRIFYING SECRET. Toby Nelms is
the-sisterhood-michael-palmer

an ordinary 8-year-old boy who needs a routine
operation. Everything seems to go well - the surgery is
a success and Toby is sent home. Months later, terror
begins to take over Toby's life - he keeps on bursting
into tortured screaming. He has begun to relive every
moment of his operation - including the immense pain.
Neurosurgeon Zack Iverson must discover why the young
boy is re-experiencing every detail of the operation.
Unsettlingly, Toby is not the only patient who is
suffering this strange and horrific effect after
surgery. Iverson needs to get to the bottom of what is
causing this, and find out the truth quickly, before
another patient is wheeled into the Operating Room, to
experience every slice of the scalpel's merciless blade
for the rest of their life...
Resistant Michael Palmer 2014-05-20 They are the most
ruthless enemy we have ever faced. And they are one
millionth our size. Deep in an Atlanta research
laboratory, the world's deadliest germs lie in wait. Dr
Lou Welcome knows only too well the destruction they
could unleash in the wrong hands and when a research
scientist working on a top-secret case is kidnapped,
Lou's fears become reality. Soon Lou is locked in a
deadly race, from hospital wards to the top corridors of
power, to stop a lethal epidemic breaking out. With his
best friend's life in the balance, Lou must confront his
own demons if he is to stop a group determined to use
mankind's worst creation to take the power they crave
for themselves...
The Last Surgeon Michael Palmer 2014-02-13 A shocking
medical-political thriller by the New York Times
bestselling author and master of suspense, for fans of
Robin Cooke and Michael Connelly. Four murders. Three
accidents. Two suicides. One left... Dr Nick Garrity, a
veteran suffering from post-traumatic stress, spends his
days and nights giving medical treatment to the homeless
in D.C. and Baltimore. Nurse Gillian Coates is
determined to find her sister's killer. She knows Belle
Coates didn't take her own life, though every piece of
evidence suggests she did. Every piece, that is, but
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one: Belle has left Gillian a subtle clue connecting her
with Dr Nick Garrity. But another, deadlier force is at
work. Together Nick and Gillian discover patients dying
for a fatally botched case, and Franz Koller - the
master of murder that doesn't look like murder. As the
pair uncover the terrifying secret behind the killings,
Koller's mission will not be complete until Gillian
Coates and Garrity, the last surgeon, are dead.
A Heartbeat Away Michael Palmer 2014-02-13 A shocking
medical-political thriller by the New York Times
bestselling author and master of suspense, for fans of
Robin Cooke and Michael Connelly. The fate of the
country lies in the hands of one man. On the eve of his
State of the Union address, President James Allaire is
ready to give the speech of his career. But when a
terrorist group lets a deadly virus into the Capitol
building, horror is unleashed and the 700 people present
must be quarantined. Virologist Griffin Rhodes currently imprisoned for alleged acts of terrorism - is
the only person who could combat the strain. Enemies are
closing in, and every presidential successor - but one is trapped inside the Capitol. With the security of the
nation at stake, can Griff unravel the mystery before
time runs out?
Miracle Cure Michael Palmer 2013-06-30 Fans of Michael
Connelly, Peter James and Robin Cook will love this
captivating and riveting thriller from the pen of Sunday
Times bestselling author Michael Palmer. Fascinating
medical knowledge combined with a fast-paced narrative a real winner! 'A highly entertaining tale of greed and
medicine run amok' -- Chicago Tribune 'Packs plenty of
heart-stopping action.' -- Associated Press 'With the
twists along the way this book made fascinating, awesome
and sometimes frightening reading.' -- ***** Reader
review 'Don't start this book unless you have plenty of
time because you won't want to put it down once you've
started it.' -- ***** Reader review 'A page turner'-***** Reader review 'Clever and suspenseful!' -- *****
Reader review
******************************************************
the-sisterhood-michael-palmer

KNOWING TOO MUCH COULD BE THE QUICKEST WAY TO THE
MORGUE... When skilled cardiologist Brian Holbrook
suffered an agonizing sports injury he was left with an
addiction to prescription painkillers that eventually
cost him his marriage and his license to practice
medicine. But now, at thirty-eight, he has cleaned up
his act, swallowed his pride, and is ready to start
over. When the prestigious Boston Heart Institute offers
him the opportunity to participate in trials of a new
drug that could revolutionize medicine, he's thrilled.
Vasclear may have the power to reverse arteriosclerosis,
a heart disease and globally the number one killer. The
initial results are so dazzling Brian pushes to get his
own father, who has a dangerous heart condition, into
the scheme. But soon Brian is uneasy. The mysterious
disappearance of a colleague and deaths of patients on
the scheme compels him to ask questions. However, with
billions of dollars at stake, probing questions could
cost him his career - and his father's life. For as
Brian is beginning to suspect, knowing too much at the
Boston Heart Institute is a matter of life and death...
Side Effects Michael Palmer 2010-08-31 If you like
Michael Connelly, Peter James and Robin Cook, you will
love this engrossing and spine-tingling thriller from
the pen of Sunday Times bestselling author Michael
Palmer. It will get your blood racing and your heart
pumping... 'Dynamite plot... past-paced and engrossing.'
-- Washington Post 'Gripping and fresh... wrenchingly
scary' -- Publishers Weekly 'Manages to scare the socks
off the reader' -- Toronto Globe and Mail 'Truly well
written piece with suspense from start to finish' -***** Reader review 'Compelling page turner' -- *****
Reader review 'Couldn't put it down' -- ***** Reader
review 'Gripping, suspenseful and hard to put down' -***** Reader review
********************************************************
******************* MYSTERIOUS DEATHS AND A HORRIFYING
SECRET THEY'LL STOP AT NOTHING TO PROTECT Dr. Kate
Bennett is a brilliant young pathologist with a loving
husband and a bright future. But her world is about to
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be turned upside down. At the Omnicenter - a high-tech
health facility for women - a strange and puzzling
illness has killed two patients. The illness has no
definite cause, let alone a cure. When Kate is called in
to investigate the mysterious deaths, she stumbles upon
a terrible medical discovery which has its roots in one
of the greatest evils in the history of humankind. Now
her best friend has fallen ill and is presenting the
same symptoms as the previous victims - and Kate must
expose the sinister plot before it is too late. However,
with powerful enemies and few friends, Dr. Bennett's
disturbing discovery comes to threaten not only her
career, but also her marriage, her sanity and her life.
The Society Michael Palmer 2004-08-17 With every one of
his ten novels a New York Times bestseller, emergency
medicine physician Michael Palmer is recognized by
critics and fans worldwide as a master of medical
suspense. Now Palmer delivers a relentless thriller that
slices to our deepest fears with surgical precision—a
tale as timely as it is terrifying, as harrowing as it
is plausible. Welcome to The Society. At the
headquarters of Boston’s Eastern Quality Health, the
wealthy and powerful CEO is brutally murdered. She’s not
the first to die—nor the last. A vicious serial killer
is on the loose and the victims have one thing in
common: they are all high-profile executives in the
managed care industry. Dr. Will Grant is an overworked
and highly dedicated surgeon. He has experienced
firsthand the outrages of a system that cares more about
the bottom line than about the life-and-death issues of
patients. As a member of the Hippocrates Society, Will
seeks to reclaim the profession of medicine from the
hundreds of companies profiting wildly by controlling
the decisions that affect the delivery of care. But the
doctor’s determination has attracted a dangerous zealot
who will stop at nothing to make Will his ally. Soon
Will is both a suspect and a victim, a pawn in a deadly
endgame. Then, in one horrible moment, Will’s
professional and personal worlds are destroyed and his
very life placed in peril. Rookie detective Patty
the-sisterhood-michael-palmer

Moriarity is in danger of being removed from her first
big case—the managed care killings. To save her career,
she has no choice but to risk trusting Will, knowing he
may well be the killer she is hunting. Together they
have little to go on except the knowledge that the
assassin is vengeful, cunning, ruthless—and may not be
working alone. That—and a cryptic message that grows
longer with each murder: a message Grant and Moriarity
must decipher if they don’t want to be the next victims.
Das Medikament Michael Palmer 2002
Thriller: Stories To Keep You Up All Night Heather
Graham 2007-06-01 Featuring North America's foremost
thriller authors, Thriller is the first collection of
pure thriller stories ever published. Offering up heartpumping tales of suspense in all its guises are thirtytwo of the most critically acclaimed and award-winning
names in the business. From the signature characters
that made such authors as David Morrell and John
Lescroart famous, to four of the hottest new voices in
the genre, this blockbuster will tantalize and terrify.
Lock the doors, draw the shades, pull up the covers and
be prepared for Thriller to keep you up all night.
Miracle Cure Michael Palmer 1999 The author of Extreme
Measures throws open the doors of Boston's prestigious
Heart Institute, where a troubled Dr. Brian Holbrook
senses something fearfully amiss on a project testing a
new miracle drug. Reprint.
The Patient Michael Palmer 2013-08-31 This exciting,
graphic and pacy thriller from the pen of Sunday Times
bestselling author Michael Palmer is jam-packed with
twists and turns and nail-biting tension. Fans of
Michael Connelly, Peter James and Robin Cook will not be
disappointed. 'Gripping and fresh...wrenchingly scary' - Publishers Weekly 'Palmer brings his fascinating ER
procedural knowledge to a fast-paced narrative.' -- San
Francisco Chronicle 'Manages to scare the socks off the
reader' -- Toronto Globe and Mail 'Brilliant book.' -***** Reader review 'Terrifying plot - keeps you on the
edge of your seat.' -- ***** Reader review 'Awesome' -***** Reader review 'A real page-turner' -- ***** Reader
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review
********************************************************
*************************** A RUTHLESS KILLER. A DEADLY
DILEMMA. Gifted and highly respected, Dr Jessie Copeland
is about to revolutionise the field of neurosurgery with
her ground-breaking bio-engineering invention. Claude
Malloche is suffering from a brain tumour, beyond the
treatment of existing medical practice, and only Dr
Copeland and her new technique can save him. But
Malloche is the mysterious and ruthless killer holding
the Boston hospital where Jessie works, and the city, to
ransom. If Jessie fails to cure him, hundreds of
innocent people will die... But if she succeeds, will
Malloche only disappear once more to continue his deadly
work?
The First Patient Michael Palmer 2008-02-19 From the
blockbuster, New York Times bestselling author comes a
high-concept, high-octane thriller at the crossroads of
presidential politics and cutting-edge medicine. . . .
Gabe Singleton and Andrew Stoddard were roommates at the
Naval Academy in Annapolis years ago. Today, Gabe is a
country doctor and his friend Andrew has gone from war
hero to governor to President of the United States. One
day, while the United States is embroiled in a bitter
presidential election campaign, Marine One lands on
Gabe's Wyoming ranch, and President Stoddard delivers a
disturbing revelation and a startling request. His
personal physician has suddenly and mysteriously
disappeared, and he desperately needs Gabe to take the
man's place. Despite serious misgivings, Gabe agrees to
come to Washington. It is not until he is ensconced in
the White House medical office that Gabe realizes there
is strong evidence that the President is going insane.
Facing a crisis of conscience—as President Stoddard's
physician, he has the power to invoke the Twenty-fifth
Amendment to transfer presidential power to the Vice
President—Gabe uncovers increasing evidence that his
friend's condition may not be due to natural causes.
Who? Why? And how? The President's life is at stake. A
small-town doctor suddenly finds himself in the most
the-sisterhood-michael-palmer

powerful position on earth, and the safety of the world
is in jeopardy. Gabe Singleton must find the answers,
and the clock is ticking. . . . With Michael Palmer's
trademark medical details, and steeped in meticulous
political insider knowledge, The First Patient is an
unforgettable story of suspense.
Oath of Office Michael Palmer 2014-02-13 A shocking
medical-political thriller featuring Dr Lou Welcome by
the New York Times bestselling author and master of
suspense. For fans of Robin Cooke and Michael Connelly.
A well-respected doctor on a murderous rampage. Only one
person can clear his name. When Dr John Meacham goes on
a shooting spree, his business partner, staff, and two
patients are killed in the bloodbath. Then Meacham turns
the gun on himself. The blame lands on Dr Lou Welcome,
who worked with Meacham when his medical license was
revoked years before. Lou believed in John when no one
else did, fighting for his license to be restored, and
knows there must be more to the horrifying act than
meets the eye. As Lou explores the case further, he
uncovers terrifying evidence of an unspeakable
conspiracy. One that leads directly to the White House
and those in the highest positions of power...
Michael Palmer Bxs Michael Palmer, M.D. 1996-10-01
Titles include The Sisterhood, Side Effects and
Flashback.
Silent Treatment Michael Palmer 2012-12-31 Fans of
Michael Connelly, Peter James and Robin Cook, will love
this pacy, gripping and blood-chilling thriller from the
pen of Sunday Times bestselling author Michael Palmer.
Guaranteed to keep you on the edge of your seat...
'Guaranteed to terrify anyone who has a reason to step
inside the doors of a hospital. Dynamite plot... pastpaced and engrossing.' -- Washington Post 'Palmer owes
this reviewer about three hours of sleep spent reading
this can't-put-it-downer. You are cautioned... don't
start this one at 10 at night.' -- The Washington Times
'Difficult to put down' -- ***** Reader review 'Twists
and turns galore' -- ***** Reader review 'First class' - ***** Reader review 'This is the first book I've read
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by this author and I loved every minute ... I stayed up
until 1:00 in the morning reading and stopped only
because I had to go to work the next day.' -- *****
Reader review
********************************************************
****************************** HE OPERATES WITH LETHAL
PRECISION... Dr Harry Corbett is on his way to visit his
estranged wife, Evie, who is scheduled for surgery the
next day, for what he hopes will be a quiet evening of
reconciliation. But, without warning, he arrives to find
her dead in her hospital bed. The police suspect murder,
and Corbett is their only suspect... Harry is unprepared
for the stunning revelations that follow. Leading a
double life, his beautiful wife had uncovered a deadly
secret - and when the killer strikes again, Harry is
once more the sole suspect. Medically sophisticated,
coolly arrogant, moving undetected through a busy urban
hospital, it is clear to Harry that the killer can only
be a doctor. Can he stop the killer in his tracks before
any more patients receive his lethal silent treatment?
Fatal Michael Palmer 2003-09-30 From The Sisterhood,
Michael Palmer's first New York Times bestseller, to The
Patient, his ninth, reviewers have proclaimed him a
master of medical suspense. Recognized around the world
for original, topical, nail-biting suspense, emergency
physician Palmer'swork has been translated into more
than thirty-five languages. Now he reaches controversial
and startling new heights in a terrifying tale of
cutting-edge microbiology, unbridled greed, and murder,
where either knowing too little or trusting too much can
be FATAL. In Chicago, a pregnant cafeteria worker
suffering nothing more malevolent than flulike symptoms
begins hemorrhaging from every part of her body. In
Boston, a brilliant musician, her face disfigured by an
unknown disease, rapidly descends into a lethal
paranoia. In Belinda, West Virginia, a miner suddenly
goes berserk, causing a cave-in that kills two of his
co-workers. Finding the link between these events could
prove FATAL. Five years ago, internist and emergency
specialist Matt Rutledge returned to his West Virginia
the-sisterhood-michael-palmer

home to marry his high-school sweetheart and open a
practice. He also had a score to settle. His father died
while working for the Belinda Coal and Coke Company, and
Matt swore to expose the mine’s health and safety
violations. When his beloved Ginny succumbed to an
unusual cancer, his campaign became even more bitterly
personal. Now Matt has identified two bizarre cases of
what he has dubbed the Belinda Syndrome--caused, he is
certain, by the mine’s careless disposal of toxic
chemicals. All he needs is proof. Meanwhile, two women,
unknown to one another, are drawn inexorably to Belinda,
into Matt’s life--and into mortal danger. Massachusetts
coroner Nikki Solari comes to attend the funeral of her
roommate, killed violently on a Boston street. Ellen
Kroft, a retired schoolteacher from Maryland, seeks the
remorseless killer who has threatened to destroy her and
her family.Three strangers--Rutledge, Solari, and Kroft-each hold one piece of a puzzle they must solve, and
solve quickly. If they don’t, it will be far more than
just their own lives that are at risk. Michael Palmer
has crafted a novel of breathtaking speed and medical
intricacy where nothing is as it seems and one false
step could be FATAL.
Three Complete Novels Michael Palmer 1985
Fatal Michael Palmer 2003 Returning to his Virginia home
to investigate the tragic deaths of his wife and father,
a young maverick doctor encounters a series of
suspicious accidents that reveal a bizarre syndrome that
could place countless lives at risk.
Tabu und Tabubruch in Literatur und Film Michael Braun
2007
Moral Problems Michael Palmer 1995-01-01 Moral Problems
takes particular account of the needs of both teacher
and student. It is not a compendium of ethical theories
but a course book, providing the instructor, student,
and general reader with a step-by-step introduction to
the major ethical theories. For each topic Palmer has
provided a lengthy introduction and critique,
comprehension exercises, essay questions, and an
extensive bibliography. He relates each ethical theory
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to a contemporary issue, with an introductory discussion
followed by excerpts from the original sources.
Silent Treatment Michael Palmer 1995 In his five
bestselling novels, from The Sisterhood to Natural
Causes, physician Michael Palmer has drawn on years of
firsthand emergency-room experience to create the drama
of a frighteningly authentic world--a world where the
line between medicine and murder is scalpel-thin. Now,
in his most harrowing suspense novel yet, Palmer reveals
how the power to heal can become a license to kill....
With his wife, Evie, scheduled for surgery the next day,
Dr. Harry Corbett goes to the hospital for what he hopes
will be a quiet evening of reconciliation. In recent
weeks Evie, never quick to share her feelings, has been
more closed and distant than ever. But when Harry
reaches Evie's room, it is too late for reconciliation.
Shockingly, without warning, Evie is dead. The police
suspect homicide. And their only suspect is Dr. Harry
Corbett. Harry is not prepared for the stunning
revelations that follow: His bright, beautiful, highly
ambitious wife was leading a double life; she may have
had dangerous secrets. But what secret could have been
explosive enough to die for? Then the killer strikes
again, boldly, tauntingly murdering one of Harry's
favorite patients in such a way that only Harry knows
the death was not natural. This time Harry is certain:
The killer, medically sophisticated, coolly arrogant,
moving undetected through a busy urban hospital, could
only be a doctor. And he wonders--how many more will
die? Desperately Harry probes deeper, following the only
clue Evie left. What he finds is a sinister pattern that
threatens patients in every hospital in the city. Harry
is engaged in a life-and-death battle of wits with a
chillingly efficient monster. And until the doctor is
unmasked, no patient is safe from his lethal silent
treatment. Michael Palmer has done it again, delivering
a no-holds-barred novel of medical intrigue-- a gripping
thriller that features the most terrifying physician
since Hannibal Lecter. Silent Treatment will keep your
pulse racing from beginning to end
the-sisterhood-michael-palmer

The Fifth Vial Michael Palmer 2007-02-20 From the
blockbuster, eleven-time New York Times bestselling
author comes a novel of medical suspense that begins
with these chilling questions: Who ends up with the
blood samples you routinely give for tests? What else
are they being used for? Why don't you know? Take a Deep
Breath. . . . In Boston, a disgraced medical student is
sent to deliver a research paper that could save her
career. . . . Four thousand miles away, in a jungle
hospital in Cameroon, a brilliant, reclusive scientist,
dying from an incurable disease that threatens to make
each tortured breath his last, is on the verge of
perfecting a serum that could save millions of lives,
and bring others inestimable wealth. . . . In Chicago, a
disillusioned private detective, on the way to his third
career, is hired to determine the identify of a John
Doe, killed on a Florida highway, with mysterious marks
on his body. Three seemingly disconnected lives, surging
unrelentingly toward one another. Three lives becoming
irrevocably intertwined. Three lives in mounting peril,
moving ever closer to the ultimate confrontation against
a deadly secret society with godlike aspirations and
roots in antiquity. Medical student. Scientist. Private
eye. Three people who will learn the deeper meanings of
brilliance and madness, truth and deception, trust and
betrayal. Three lives linked forever by a single vial of
blood—the fifth vial.
The Patient Michael Palmer 2000 Blackmailed by a master
assassin to agree to perform life-saving surgery on the
killer, famous neurosurgeon Jessie Copeland struggles
with the choice between saving a terrorist's life or the
lives of those he threatens.
Nightscape David Morrell 2011-11-04 Acclaimed author
David Morrell (First Blood, Creepers) is praised for his
riveting short fiction as much as he is for his bestselling thrillers. His stories appeared in many Year’s
Best anthologies and received prestigious awards. In his
second collection, Morrell leads you through an
adrenaline-charged NightScape of serial killers, third
world revolutionaries, a policeman stalking a murderous
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cult, a son obsessed by his cryogenically frozen father,
a psychology professor forced to suffer intense
confinement, and a doctor combating an epidemic that he
fears will destroy the world. Complete with
autobiographical introductions in which Morrell links
the stories to painful incidents in his life, NightScape
includes a mini-novel, “Rio Grande Gothic,” set in
Morrell’s home of picturesque Santa Fe, New Mexico,
where mysterious shoes appear day-after-day in the

the-sisterhood-michael-palmer

middle of a road. Soon it becomes shockingly evident
that the shoes are the aftermath of ritual murders.
Morrell received the 2009 ThrillerMaster Award from the
International Thriller Writers organization. “Morrell,
an absolute master of the thriller, plays by his own
rules and leaves you dazzled.” —Dean Koontz, New York
Times bestselling author of Odd Thomas. “David Morrell
is, to me, the finest thriller writer living today, bar
none.” —Steve Berry, New York Times bestselling author
of The Jefferson Key
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